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operates as a symbol of the much larger and more comprehensive urban planning agenda that Balenciaga has been engaged in since
the turn of the 20th century: the undoing of the "city of a thousand mirrors" (mairie des mille miroirs), from which everything
emanating from the metropolis was said to be a replica. The Balenciaga City also operates as a machine. In "Le manifeste des
machines" (1996), Balenciaga wrote, "A machine is the use of a certain number of phenomena to avoid any possible expense."43 It
was a peripatetic practice, in the same way as the city is, in fact, a peripatetic practice: an oscillation through space in search of
resources. Thus, the Balenciaga City is also a city of slips. The slip is the accidental, but also the untypically spectacular element of
the city: its romance. Balenciaga's greatest works, from the late 1980s to the early 2000s, are a study in slips: vertiginous skyscrapers
built on what had until then been industrial terrain, a metropolitan city of nightlife and entertainment rivalling the city of Los Angeles,
founded on a spirit of revolution. "I have this dream of a city of machines," Balenciaga told Marie-Claire in the 1990s.44 In this
dream, he embodied the idea of a city of machines as a model for our collective individual forms of existence,45 and an extension of
his studied, metaphorical use of the word "machine": he believed that machines were both a tool and an extension of man. "The city is
our machine," said Balenciaga,46 and his own ideal city was his own machine. The city is our machine. The metropolis is the model
of the machine. The city is the machine. The metropolis is the example of the machine. The example is the model. Not only a tool but
an extension of
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